ACROSS
1. "No! ... No! ... NO!"
11. Bronze mil. medals
15. Interstate Highway System developer
17. SETI's question
18. "Who ____ it best?"
19. Parliament rival
20. Accounts of ancient Olympians
21. Key tone
22. Observed
23. Treat that comes in Alexander the Grape and Little Orphan Orange flavors
25. Toy similar to a Transformer
29. Japanese eel and rice dish
30. Gyration meas.
33. Natives of Trondheim
35. Moon of Saturn whose name means "goddess"
36. Innocent
38. Cogs in the work machine
40. Morning show co-host O'Donnell
41. Bad signs
43. Peddled stuff: Abbr.
44. Winter hill transport
46. NYC diplomat
48. Batter's boxes?
50. Film scorer Atticus
54. Gulf War gulf
55. Posted notes?
57. Gun, as an engine
58. Laugh-a-minute type
59. Band with the 2017 #1 album "Everything Now"
61. Psychiatrist Kraepelin
62. "The Man With the Golden Gun"
63. "Last Call" host
64. "Let me show you how it's done," in some memes

DOWN
1. Sides
2. Cube farm addition
3. Rhône feeder
4. Home ec class
5. TechCrunch rival
6. Word said when opening one's eyes
7. Court plea, for short
8. Popular connect-like-colored-circles puzzle sequel
9. "The Devil and Daniel Webster" short story writer
10. 1974 hit that starts "Como una promesa"
11. Substantial stocks purchase when the market opens
12. Rapper né Calvin Broadus Jr.
13. Worked on a panel?
14. Rock climber's consideration
15. Ultimate application
16. Like some grounders
17. 2011 Stanley Cup winners: Abbr.
18. Guesstimate words
19. Turned yellow, in a way
20. Big name in beach paddleball
21. Hit it big, metaphorically
22. In an undiscovered way
23. Time off, initially
24. Play with numbers?
25. "___ Cannonball"
26. Easy-to-build
27. Lab buster
28. Like a baa maid?
29. Power peak
30. Asparagus serving
31. Frying fat
32. "Ratatouille" rat
33. Ocean wall